Christmas Card Competition
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^A collage of the entries that really caught the judge’s eye in this year’s Year 7
Design a Christmas Card competition. The following students were awarded first
place in their class and were each presented with a Micro Bit computer.
7Ax1 Chloe B, 7xCs1 Charley E, 7xCs2 Thomas R, 7yCs1 Isobel M,
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7yCs2 Layla H, 7yCs3 Charlie F, 7yCs4 Ryan E

Headteacher’s Welcome
At the end of a very busy term, I would like to take this opportunity to thank the
whole school community for working together to keep everyone safe. The last few
weeks have certainly presented challenges that we have never seen before but, as
this newsletter demonstrates, the school hasn’t allowed the restrictions and
control measures put in place to limit the fabulous opportunities in school.
Have a restful break and here is to a happy and healthy 2021.
Mrs R Johnson
Headteacher

Competitions
Year 7 Design a Christmas Card Competition
Sending a traditional Christmas card was a little
more difficult this year. Year 7 were asked to get
creative during their computer science lessons and
to create a design that could be sent digitally.
A huge ‘well done!’ to everyone who entered.
The winner of this year’s Design a Christmas Card
Competition was Ryan Edge.
The runners-up of this year’s competition were
Chloe and Isobel.

Mr G Broomhall
Curriculum Leader of Computer Science
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Lego Weekend Challenges
Lego Autumn Term
At the start of our second lockdown, staff decided to set weekend quizzes and
challenges for Year 7 and 8 involving Lego building. Topics included landmarks,
careers, towers, food and Christmas. Every weekend over 100 students took part in
the quizzes and many students impressed us with their Lego building talents.

All participants received achievement point. A winner was then drawn at random
from the successful quiz entries to receive a prize. Our Year 11 senior prefect
team enjoyed the responsibility in choosing a winner from all of the projects.
Mr M Goodwin
Assistant Headteacher
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Lego builds
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Book Cover Competition
Book Cover Entries
Please turn to page 9 for the full story on
these fantastic book cover entries and
many more!
Mrs L Pheasey
Teacher of English
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Book Cover Competition
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We Have Got Talent!
Blythe Bridge High School & Sixth Form Has Got Talent!
We are very excited to announce a brand-new talent show which will take place
here at school.
All students have been informed of the fantastic opportunity and the entry rules
surrounding the show. We are hoping to encourage students to share their talents
in our virtual showcase.
There will be many prizes on
offer, including first prize which
is an 8th generation iPad! Our
2nd prize is a Google Nest Mini!
The students are very excited
about this and we welcome your
support in making the show
spectacular.
There will be more details to
follow, including how to enter
and what constitutes a talent.
We really hope to create a buzz
about this, it is a great
opportunity for students who
have talents in many areas that
are not always celebrated in
school to really share what they
can do. Please send any queries
to Miss Housley, but details of
how to apply and deadlines will
be available in the new year.

Poster designed by Lily Frost, Year 12

Miss E Housley

Head of Work Related Learning & Curriculum Leader of Dance
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English
Book Cover Entries
Thanks to an extremely generous
donation from Heath Books, we have
been able to offer students the
opportunity to win a copy of every book
on their year group's reading list. We set
students the challenge of recreating
their favourite book cover. We were
overwhelmed by the 55 entries we
received, and it took a lot of
deliberation to choose the top 15. Staff
were given the opportunity to vote for
their favourite.
Congratulations to Chloe H in Year 7,
whose 'Gangsta Granny' cover was
simply superb. Well deserved second
place went to Katie B in Year 8, with
Dannie S in Year 9 drawing her way to
third place.
Thank you for your entries, and continue to enjoy reading for pleasure!
Mrs L Pheasey
Teacher of English
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English-Creative Writing
Once there was a boy called James who was really naughty throughout the year,
but winter really brought out the worst in him. As soon as the snow started to fall
he would throw snowballs at people, cars, animals and houses and was
always getting told off, but he never took any notice and carried on regardless with
a smirk on his face.

After a long day of mischievous behaviour, James fell into bed exhausted. As he
drifted off to sleep he heard a voice in his ear say “if you don’t stop being naughty
then you will permanently become a snowman”, James sat up in bed looking
around for where this had come from, but seeing no one around thought he had
imagined it and drifted off to sleep.
The next day James woke early and raced outside to throw snowballs at his
neighbour’s window to wake them up. He immediately felt a tingling in his feet,
the next thing he knew he couldn’t move he looked down and saw his legs had
turned to a ball of snow and it was creeping up his body. Soon he was completely
frozen in the same spot he had become a Snowman! The voice he had heard was
real!
James the Snowman was frozen in silence
in his front garden, stood there watching
his family and friends coming and going
without a care in the world, nobody
seemed to be missing him or even notice
he had gone. As winter started to turn to
spring, the snow around him on the
ground melted, but he didn’t seem to be
changing, he just stood there as frozen as
the day he had changed into the
Snowman. He truly was the Snowman
that didn’t melt……
Joshua Swindles
Year 7
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English-Creative Writing
As I'm sure many of you are aware, in English we set a creative writing task each
week for our KS3 students. Creative writing is not only a means to help students
unleash their creative side and feel more comfortable when writing in and about
everyday life, but has also been proven to improve language learning.
I have written in previous newsletters about the importance of reading widely, as
reading helps to develop a multitude of skills, but writing helps develop cognitive
growth, organisational abilities, and the power to influence others through
persuasion. In short, writing powers the brain. Children who practise creative
writing more often are generally better in other subjects too like maths, science,
and languages. Challenging themselves to come up with creative thoughts and
problem solve, builds the confidence and discipline students need to succeed in all
areas of life.
There are many benefits that creative writing will help your children with:
Imagination
Creative writing encourages children to exercise their creative minds and practice
using their imaginations. It improves their ability to come up with alternatives. This
broadens their thought processes, which can lead to success in many areas,
including problem solving and analysis.
Self-Expression
Children often have difficulty understanding and expressing how they feel. Through
writing, children have a safe place to explore, and this can be a highly beneficial
tool for expressing their feelings.
Self-Confidence
Writing gives children more opportunity to assert themselves and their opinions and
develop their “voice.” These developments can really strengthen their selfconfidence.
Communication
A well-written piece involves a lot of thought, planning, organisation, and use of
language to get a point across. This is great practice for children to lay out their
thoughts and to try to clearly convince someone of their point of view.
Creativity seems to diminish as we get older. Those crazy stories of fairy tale
princesses battling ferocious dragons to save the town later turns into business
prose. So, encourage your children to write, to be creative, to use their
imagination, and then praise them when they do. Build their confidence to clearly
communicate their point of view, their thoughts, and their feelings. We will
support by continuing to encourage all students in KS3 to write creatively.
Miss J Marsden
Core Subject Leader for English
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Music
During this academic year, we have been very creative in our music making across
the school. In Year 7, we have learned the basic elements of music, focusing on
creating and writing rhythms. In Year 8, we have been learning how to perform
using two hands on the keyboard and creating a musical theme park. In Year 9, we
have looked at protest songs including chords and lyric writing. Lots of very
different skills to be utilised in the curriculum. Our GCSE students have been
working hard on their performances and composition for their coursework.
We also can’t believe a whole term has flown by - we have really missed the extra
curricular music making, particularly at this time of year. Christmas is my
favourite time of the year – the lights, the frost and the music that brings everyone
together. The music department is usually a hive of rehearsal and activity as we
prepare for the Christmas concert as well as the performances in the community.
We have really missed this this year and hope that 2021 and all it brings will mean
we can start to create music together again.
You may have seen that, even though we cannot yet make music together, we have
been very busy in the run up to Christmas – on Facebook and FROG we have created
a ‘Music: Live Advent Calendar’ taking us through to Christmas day and our
musicians have also been recording their music for the Christmas Showcase that has
been uploaded to frog. If you’ve missed it, please go to Frog > Subject Sites >
Music > Concerts > Christmas Showcase 2020. You can also catch up on our summer
concert there too! Below is a screen shot of our Orchestra piece, ‘Santa At The
Symphony’.
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Music
We are fortunate enough to have restarted peripatetic music lessons in school – all
students have a set time (unless otherwise stated). Please can we take this
opportunity to remind students that they need to sanitise on entry to and exit from
their music lesson; they must bring their music, their instrument and any other
equipment needed – students are not allowed to share or borrow any of these
items; and students must remember their times. We are not allowed to collect
students who forget their lessons as this crosses bubbles. This time, as stated in
the contract, will not be rearranged or reimbursed. Isolation time or absence is
being monitored and where we can we will rearrange the time to be made up later
on in the academic year.
As always, we are also looking for unused or unwanted instruments - if anyone has
any instruments that are no longer being used at home and would like to donate
them to our music department, we would love to hear from you! Since our last
newsletter, we have benefited from the donation of a drum kit – thank you Donlan
family!
Wishing you a happy, relaxing and magic-filled Christmas.
Miss H Balewski
Curriculum Leader of Music
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Year 7 Art Showcase
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Year 8 Art Showcase
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YEAR 10

Year 9 Art Showcase
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Year 10 Art Showcase
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Modern Foreign Languages
League of Champions!
Last month, students had the opportunity to take part in the annual League of
Champions competition run by Vocab Express. Schools from all across the world
competed against each other to learn as much vocabulary in different languages as
they could.
Although we did not place in the final three places, Louis Scattergood in Year 11
achieved 2,880 points and is the overall school genius for the League of Champions
2020! Well done, Louis!
Students in MFL lessons have been learning about different cultural aspects of
French-speaking and Hispanic societies. ‘Nochevieja’ is an important part of the
Spanish calendar and is celebrated throughout the Hispanic world. ‘Nochevieja’ is
the Spanish equivalent of New Year’s Eve. Many people head to the city’s main
squares to celebrate with family and friends, with Madrid being the most popular
place to be. As the main clock rings out the 12 strokes of midnight, Spanish people
eat one grape with each toll of the bell. It is an old Spanish tradition that is
supposed to bring good luck to each person who manages to eat all 12 grapes!
Meanwhile in France, the main Christmas meal, called ‘le Réveillon’ is eaten on
Christmas Eve, usually after Midnight Mass. This feast typically includes turkey or
goose, along with oyster, lobster and selection of cheeses. ‘La bûche de Noël’ is
then served as dessert, which is a traditional chocolate sponge log roll. Saint
Nicholas traditionally visits children on 6th December, delivering presents to those
that have been good.
Mrs N Hughes
Deputy Curriculum Leader of Modern Foreign Languages
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Geography
This half term, we have been promoting further reading outside our geography
lessons. Geography, in my opinion is one of the most important subjects to study
for many reasons. Michael Palin quite rightly said that “Geography prepares
(students) for the world of work. Geographers, with their skills of analysis and
highly employable.” Over the past few years, we have had many successful
geographers move onto study the subject at degree level at places like Keele,
Staffordshire and Loughborogh Universities. Many are now in the process of
becoming geography teachers, jobs that directly link to the subject like in the field
of geographic information systems, and jobs that indirectly link to geography.
Additionally, in a world that seems to have many divisions currently, Barack Obama
once famously stated “The study of geography is about more than just memorising
places on a map. It’s about understanding the complexity of our world,
appreciating the diversity of cultures that exist across continents. And in the end,
it’s about using all that knowledge to help bridge divides and bring people
together.”
As geography is so important in terms of transferable skills which can be used in the
world of work and can help us have a better understanding of the world around us
and therefore help us to have a positive influence upon it, we have recommended
that students further their knowledge by reading more around the subject. I have
outlined below, some very interesting reads which students could find interesting,
informative and fun.

Mr A Knight
Curriculum Leader of Geography
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Fantasy Football
Mr Baldwin has been hosting a Fantasy Football league for each year group and so
far, there has been some very impressive teams with some amazing tactics and
strategies being used. With the season now well under way there are some
managers who have stormed ahead and others who are making steady progress!
But, there is still time to join!
Certificates have been sent out for those who are currently ‘League Leaders’ and
also for ‘Manager of the Month’.
Huge congratulations to the following managers for making a phenomenal start to
the season: Alfie H-S (Year 7), George C (Year 7), Jack V (Year 7), Owen L (Year 8),
William H (Year 9), Ellie H (Year 9 and Jack L (Year 10).
An enormous congratulations to Mrs Baxter too, our ‘Parent Manager of the Month’!
Mr W Baldwin
Teacher of English

Dance
Dance Examinations
In the Autumn Term, the GCSE dance set phrase
examination was completed by our Year 11 dance
students, they did an amazing job! Many received
very high marks and we could not be prouder of
them. A Level students are furiously preparing for
their upcoming practical mock exams, we wish them
every success with the examination.

Year 7 Festival of Arts
The Year 7 dance classes and a handful of selected
Year 7 students have been busy working on dances
for the Festival of Arts. I am so proud of all the
students who really have challenged themselves at
this very difficult time.
Miss E Housley
Head of Work Related Learning & Curriculum Leader of Dance
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Quiz and Chips
Earlier this month Mr Baldwin and Mr Goodwin hosted the annual quiz and chips
evening. It was a fantastic evening, Mr Baldwin and Mr Goodwin would once again
like to thank all of those who got involved. All money raised was put towards the
purchase of equipment that was greatly received by the Health, Sport and Exercise
department.
For many, the highlight of the evening was the
racing ducks that saw participants scrambling to
find ear plugs to drown out the screaming as the
ducks went head-to-head for raffle prizes!!!
The overall winner was the ‘Goofy Goobers’ who
won some fabulous prizes.
The best and original team name was ‘Quaran
Team’
Keep an eye out for future quizzes! We hope to
see you there.

Mr W Baldwin

Teacher of English
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Duke of Edinburgh
This term has seen participants receive their Certificate of Achievement for the
Bronze award, the certificate was developed by the Duke of Edinburgh scheme to
recognise the amazing motivation and commitment our young people have shown to
complete their skills, physical and volunteering sections during this year.
It has been a pleasure to see students
at Blythe Bridge High School & Sixth
Form adapting to the needs of the local
community
by
changing
their
volunteering sections especially to
support those in need, whether it has
been dog walking for vulnerable
relatives, volunteering at local food
banks or helping younger siblings with
their school work during lockdown, this
support has been invaluable for the
community.
What a fantastic achievement, well
done, we are all very proud of you.

Miss C Bishop
Duke of Edinburgh Award Scheme Leader
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Mathematics
UKMT Maths Challenge
A-level mathematicians have been testing their resilience this term with a
selection of UKMT maths competitions. All students in Year 12 and 13 maths groups
took part in the Senior UKMT individual maths challenge.
A huge congratulations goes to Alex Edwards and Daniel Farr, who achieved a silver
certificate. Bronze certificates were awarded to Rhys Carson-Deering, Rhys
Lowndes, Matthew Peacock, Harrison Povey, Aaron Berrisford, David Finney and
Tamasin Hutt. Well done to all who took part! A special mention to Tamasin Hutt,
Mollie Banks and Elisha Duke who also took part in the UKMT maths Olympiad for
girls.

All students displayed great strength and commitment to the subject, tackling
some very tricky problems. The mathematics department are very proud of your
achievements.
Mrs A Whitehurst
Core Subject Leader for Mathematics
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Attendance Stars
Congratulations to the following students, who have achieved 100% attendance
since the beginning of the academic year in September!

Theo Abel-White, Meadow Adams-Taylor, Kaynan Barfoot, Jack Bentley Daisy
Bettany, Holly Bettany, Alexander Bloor, Chloe Brailsford, Grace Bromley, Olivia
Bromley, Rosie Brookes, Liliana Brown, Charlie Bryce, Billy Burrows, Charlie
Callear, Krrish Chadha Freya Colclough, Lily Colclough, Kayden Condon, Beatrice
Cooke, Esme Cooper, Tamsin Critchlow, Joshua Davis, Hannah Dicken, Ethan Dyke,
Charley Eaton, Henry Eaton, Ryan Edge, Seth Emberton, Emily Evans, Darcy
Evanson, Ella Farmer, Leila Field, Dempsey Finlayson, Hannah Finney, Oliver
Gibson, Alfie Hadley-Sinclai,r Marlia Hall, Dylan Hallett, Taiya-Leigh Halls, Riley H,
Jorja Harper, Will Harris, Taye Hinds, Ethan Hopkins, Kai Horleston, Libby Hughes,
Georgina Humphreys, Olivia-Grace Inkoom, Daniel Johnson, Ella Johnson, Bluebelle
Kidd-Chadwick, Joe Korba, Maja Lakics, Ruben Lawton, Ruby Lockett, Amber
Marvell, Isobel M, Tia Montana, Emily Morgan, Alfie Prince, Jack Pritchard, Ellie
Pugh, Ayaan Raheem, Sidney Rice, Ella Roberts, Isabelle Robson, Ari Rowley,
Dominic R, Oliver Scrivens, Charlotte Sharpe, Amelia Sherratt, Rory Simpson, Ryan
Smith, William Snape, Samuel Spencer, Kristian Steele, Tyler Stevens, Joshua
Swindles, Harry Virgo, Joshua Walker, Callum Watson, Tobie Winning, Darcie
Wright.

Mckenzie Barker, Lara Barr, Jacob Bates, Harry Baxter, Philippa Bennett, Madison
Blackburn, Joseph Bloor, Daniella Bott, Ella Bould. Alfie Bow, Sophie Brindley,
Carter Bromfield-Goodwin, Charlie Cairns, Holly Cartlidge, Emily Clutton, Loukia
Costa, Will Downing, Mya Eardley, Hannah Farr, Dominic Floyd, Ruby Gibbs, Isabel
Haines, Micah Heath, Ava Henderson, George Herdman, Emma Hewitt, Evie
Hodgkinson, Taylor Holdcroft, Lottie Holden, Phoenix Hopwood, Jayden Horleston,
Benjamin Housley, Matilda Hulme, Scarlett Jenkins, Chloe Johnson, Ciaran King,
Harrison Knight, Oliver Lees-Wall, Isabelle Longmore, Nikoli Lopushanskyy, Owen
Lowndes, Reece Massey, Saffron Matthews, Leo Miller, Zainab M, Florrie Murdoch,
George O'Keeffe, Harry O, Immie Peake, Poppy-Mae Rankinm Che Rowley, Katie
Salt, Harry Sharpe, Ava Shemilt, Dru Snelson, Phoebe Sparkes, Cloie Truelove,
Martha Turner, Holly Tutar, Jack Vaughan, Zachary Warren, Caitlin Weatherer,
Aimee Wheat, Jacob Withers, Riley Wood, Megan Woodworth, Emily Woolridge.
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Attendance Stars
Macy Abel-White, Arthur Allerton, Georgina Baker, Lamorna Barker, Eva B, Lara
Bettany, Alannah Biddington, Alexander Bradley, Jaegar Bradshaw, Joshua
Bridgeman, Aoife Brown, Katie Burn, Kate Chapman, Macy Chell, Blake Colclough,
Kyle Colclough, Joshua Collins, Katie Cork, Logan Cousins, Jacob Day, Zack Dean,
Elisha Duke, Peter Finney, Kaitlyn Fraser, William Garlick, Millie Gibson, Harry
Ginders, Lily Goodfellow, Destiny Hall, Elliott Harris, Lucy Hart, Ellinor HartleyJohnson, Tyler Heath, Ellie Hope, Elaina Hughes, Mya Kamara, Daniall Leese,
Charlie Lewis, Phoebe Meredith, Reece Morrison, Alarnah Mulcare, Brooke
Nicholson, Gino Orlando, Corey Owen, Adam Pascoe, Dominic Rose, Dylan Salmon,
Dannie S, Andreas Shaw, Samuel Slater, Aaron Smith, Troy Smith, Jack Stephenson,
Evie Street,Tom Sullivan, Lexi-Rose Tomlin, Chloe Tunnicliffe, Jessica Valentine,
Tilly Wagg, Holly Wainwright, Mason Walker, Dominic Weatherer.

Heather Anthony, Lily Ashton, Ruby Ball, Andrew Beardmore, Sophie Beech, Macy
Bentley, Ben Bettany,Archie Brailsford, Ethan Brassington, Millie Carter, Jessica
Clowes, Madeleine Coates, Tamzin Colley, Harrison Davis-Brookes, Kyle Debnam,
Samuel Deeth, Madeline Eaton-Lymer, Courtney Edge, James Ellams, Thomas
Evans, Milly Gething, Abigail Hollins, Jack Hopkins, Suzi Hopwood,Freya Jackson,
Ruby Jenkins, Katie Johnson, Maddison Johnson, Nathan Johnson, Cadence Knight,
Ruby-Jo Latham, Jenson Lawton, Mitchell Lowe, Oliver Lowndes, Sam Marson, Billy
McInnes, Jake McMinn, Laila Melady, Dylan Morris, Lucy Murray, Emily O'Keeffe,
Jack Owen, Codie Palethorpe, Callum Pugh, Evan Pugh, Grace Reynolds, Jasmine
Simpson, Mason Stride, Kobi Strzala, Tia Walford, Joe Wareham, Ashton Warren,
Christian Worlock, Brandon Young.

Emily Alcock, Leoni Ambrozewicz, Harvey Amson, Laura Awaness, Max Bell, Isabel
Bradley, Alexis Brough, Becca Capewell, Trinity Colclough, Abigail Collins, Ellie
Crump, Chelsea Ford, Jacob Garlick, Max Gibson, Aaron Grant, Tommy Hart, Jamie
Holford, Brodie, H, Millie, Hughes, Luis James, Eleanor Johnson, Daisy Jones, Izzy
Jones, Kieran Lewis, Georgina Mee, Jacob Morgan, Leighton, Palethorpe, Milli
Poynton, Sophie Prince, Luis Reason, Danielle, Reed, Ellie Rogers,Tobias Rose,
Louis Scattergood, Lana Shaw, Olivia Shemilt, Amelia Shingler, Kai Shingler, Millie
Shingler, Maximilian Stevenson, Megan Summers, Louis Thys, Ciaran Tomlin, Isaac
Vanderpuye, Benjamin Walker.
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Year 7
Chloe Bate
Beatrice Cooke
Maja Lakics
Charlotte Sharpe
Gracie Gregson
William Snape
Millie Brindley
Grace Bromley
Will Harris
Krrish Chadha
Aliyah Hussain

421
414
388
380
372
368
364
357
355
353
351

7th September - 1st December 2020

Chloe Bate

1.45

Millie Brindley

1.46

Gracie Gregson

1.46

Beatrice Cooke

1.49

Charlotte Sharpe

1.50

Bikeability
Students participated in our annual Bikeability
event on Tuesday 8th and Wednesday 9th
December. This event organised in conjunction
with Velo Cycle Training offered students the
opportunity to complete a Level 3 Bikeability
qualification focused upon road skills and bike
maintenance. Year 7 student Ethan commented
‘It was really good. We rode down to the Meir
Park area under the supervision of the
instructors, but they didn’t let us visit
McDonalds’. Fellow Year 7 student Naomi said, ‘I
didn’t know how to fix a puncture before this,
check the brakes or raise the seat. It was really
fun.’

Harvest Festival
Students at Blythe Bridge High School & Sixth Form participated in the annual
Harvest collection in conjunction with the Trussel Trust Food Bank in October. This
annual event allowed students to reflect on the challenging time local families are
experiencing and the impact the present COVID-19 pandemic has created. Year 7
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Year 7
student Meadow said, ‘I donated some tins of food and pasta. Families locally don’t
always have enough food to feed everyone’. In total, 162 kg of non perishable
items were donated.

Carol Service
This year, the annual Christmas carol service took
the format of a virtual event. Under the careful
guidance of Mrs Cartlidge, Year 7 students had the
opportunity to perform at St Peters Church
Forsbrook, with their readings broadcast to
students on the final day of term. The music
department recorded students playing instruments
and performing during lessons. Former Fulford
Primary student Lily said, ‘it was great standing at
the lectern with all the microphones, lights and
recording equipment being used. I hope Year 7 like
our performance.’

Student Success
398 certificates have been distributed to 182 students, with each curriculum area
nominating four students per class for awards.
Year 7 student Leila commented, ‘I wasn’t
expecting to receive as many certificates!’. Year
7 students Aliyah, Chloe, Beatrice and Theo all
received many certificates for resilience,
application in lessons, progress, contribution and
initiative. Fellow Year 7 student William Snape
received 13 nominations from staff. He
commented ‘I’ve really enjoyed school this term
and the different lessons have been great.’
Students have enjoyed their annual Christmas
meal. The event was again a great success with
students happily discussing the success of their
first term in secondary education. Year 7 student
Chloe said, ‘It was nice to sit with Headteacher,
Mrs Johnson and have lunch. Lots of Year 7
students sat and ate turkey with all the
trimmings’.
Well done this term, Year 7. Have a good break.
Mr A Jackson
Progress Director
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Ramble or Read?

There were a range of activities
taking place to fundraise for
Children in Need this year.
Year 7 students were invited to
take part in a ‘Ramble or Read’.
It was a lovely day for a ramble
around our school site, but wellies and tracksuit bottoms were
definitely required!
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Well done to the group of Year 7 students who decided to take on the strenuous
challenge of reading their favourite book in the Student Leadership Area, fully
equipped with a hot chocolate and treats. The challenges of fundraising!
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Year 8
Saffron Matthews 332 Aimee Wheat
Hannah Farr

328

294

Megan Woodworth 292
292

7th September - 1st December 2020

Hannah Farr

1.46

Saffron Matthews

1.48

Chloe Johnson 310

Finlay Gordon

Will Downing

309

Samuel Bailey 291

Andrew Gordon

1.51

Lara Barr

306

Harry Sharpe

Samuel Bailey

1.53

Aimee Wheat

1.54

285

What I enjoy most about being Head of Year 8 is recognising the successes of so
many of the wonderful students in the Year group. Many students have been
recognised for consistently demonstrating our core values of Pride, Respect and
Kindness in the two Celebration Assemblies this term. Text messages are sent home
for the students who regularly feature at the top of the Behaviour for Learning
scores as they demonstrate such a positive attitude towards their learning at all
times. We will continue to recognise those students who embody our values and I
hope to see the list grow longer and longer.
As we reach the end of this term and enter a new year I think we will all take the
time to reflect on what has been an extremely difficult year. However, we can feel
proud as a community, a school and as a year group of all that we have achieved
and the support we have shown one another. As of January, I will step down as
Head of Year 8 and I do so feeling very proud of the students in this year group.
They have shown me respect and kindness and it has been a pleasure to get to
know them better. I would like to take this
opportunity to thank you as parents/carers for all of
the support you have given me and I truly believe
that we get the best from students when we work
collaboratively. To reassure you, I will continue to
support the year group pastorally as we move
through the academic year and look forward to
working with the new Head of Year 8.
Miss E Cartwright
Head of Year 8
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Year 9
Ryan Elmore

359

Samuel Slater

308

Zack Dean

315

Katie Burn

308

7th September - 1st December 2020

Laura Grattage

1.54

Katie Burn

1.54

Elaina Hughes 311

Annabell Ainsworth 306

Elisha Duke

310

Lara Bettany

304

Elisha Duke

1.55

Millie Gibson

309

Katie Degg

302

Annabell Ainsworth

1.57

Elliot Harris

1.57

The Year 9 students have been superb and make us all proud on a daily basis with
their hard work, kindness to each other and sheer determination. I’ve been
particularly proud of how the students have handled the interim changes so well
and have continued to be kind and supportive of one another. I also want to take
this chance to praise the students who have been in self isolation for their
continued hard work even when they are not in the classroom.
I’ve had the great pleasure this term of seeing the students completing the current
affairs form time quizzes again! Whether that is watching the boys in 9IWA getting
very competitive, seeing Mrs Hardman’s form group decipher the clues or listening
to Macy complain about the clues not being to her high standards! Keep watching
the current affairs Year 9!
I also want to reserve special praise for the following students:
Macy Chell (among many others!) for her contributions to the harvest for the
Trussel Trust. Katie Burn, Dannie S, Anne Nalepa, Joshua Bridgeman & Branden
Hardy for their thoughtful and inciteful nominations to be Student Ambassador.
Ryan Elmore for being in the top 10 students across the whole school achievement
points every week this term.
Well done Year 9 for all your hard work this term. I wish all students, parents,
guardians, and families a safe and merry Christmas.
Mr J Biggs
Head of Year 9
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Year 10
Sophie Beech 337

Gracee Brammer 282

Billy McInnes 327

Jenson Lawton 281

Abigail Clutton 315 Tia Walford 281

Courtney Edge 301 Cadence Knight 278
William Mair 300

Alana Ballone 277

7th September - 1st December 2020

Grace Dean

1.51

Lewis Barton

1.52

James McFarlane

1.54

Isabelle Steele

1.54

Billy McInnes

1.54

What a whirlwind of a term! This has certainly been one of the most challenging
terms that we have ever faced, however the resilience that so many of our
students have demonstrated by participating in live lessons and completing the
activities set to such an incredible high standard reflects their positive attitude
towards their learning.
Year 10 have continued to complete crucial work towards their final GCSE
examinations and I have loved nothing more than coming around to so many
different classrooms and seeing the wonderful learning that is occurring, I hope
that this continues to such a high standard as we move into the new year.
Pride, respect and kindness remains a focal point to
everyday life. Once again, the Heads of Year and I were
tasked with the incredibly difficult challenge of rewarding
students from each form who have demonstrated each of
the values, Pride, Respect and Kindness for our end of
term celebration assembly. With so many worthy winners,
this was no easy task but it enabled us to reflect on all of
the amazing things that our students have done.
A highlight of this half term from a personal point was
when the whole school stopped to acknowledge the twominute silence for remembrance day. William Mair led the
two-minute silence with a rendition of the Last Post. It
certainly was a goose bump moment and one that marked
the occasion brilliantly.
Have a wonderful and restful Christmas break and I look forward to sharing your
many successes with you going into the new year.
Mrs L Cartlidge
Head of Year 10
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Year 11
Tommy Hart
Laura Awaness
Ellie Rogers
Lana Shaw
Olga Stachowiak
Tobias Rose
Abigail Collins
Kacey Washington
Daisy Jones
Jacob Lockett

342
314
314
312
306
303
300
298
293
292

7th September - 1st December 2020

Tommy Hart

1.34

Luc Purnell

1.45

Imogen Crowther

1.46

Tobias Rose

1.47

Lana Shaw

1.52

It has been both a privilege and a pleasure to be Head of Year 11 this term and I am
incredibly proud of the way the year group has begun their final year of high
school. Year 11 students should also be proud of the way they conducted
themselves during their mock examinations and the determination, resilience and
work ethic they demonstrated. As a year group, they have taken pride in their
uniform, their work and their role in modelling our school ethos of Pride, Respect
and Kindness to their younger peers.
The senior prefect team, led by Ben and Ellie, have been busy working on a variety
of projects this term, including those to further improve the school environment
and our careers information. They also helped to organise the Year 11 Children in
Need event where students came to school dressed as a movie character of their
choice. Year 11 gave generously and should be proud of their altruistic spirit.
I am looking forward to sharing in their success when they receive their mock
examination results and working with them all to ensure every student meets their
potential in their final GCSE examinations.
Well done, Year 11, and keep up the hard work!

Mrs E Avons
Head of Year 11
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Sixth Form
Well done to all our sixth form students, who have coped with many new and
unexpected pressures this term. Mock examinations are now completed and I have
been thoroughly impressed with the approaches to revision and preparation I have
seen, as well as the support students are giving one another, either through group
study or via social media revision groups.

Applications for university are progressing well, students have accessed virtual
open days and there are a number of students in Year 13 who are now in receipt of
at least one offer from a university already – well done everyone! For those still
intending to apply to university, please remember that January 15th 2021 is the
official deadline. Help and support is available from the sixth form team.
Congratulations to Daniel Farr and Daniella Crowther-Green who have been
appointed as Head boy and girl in the sixth form and have already helped raise
money for various charities and created good team spirit and camaraderie along
the way!
Miss C Alford
Assistant Headteacher

BTEC Applied Science
In September, we were delighted to be able to
launch the BTEC Applied Science course in the
Sixth Form. Students have lessons across all
three sciences and the course demands a
significant amount of practical and investigation
work.
The students are shown here determining the
acceleration due to gravity using a pendulum.

Room 4a has been converted into a science
study room for sixth form students.
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Sixth Form
TED Talks
Enrichment is part of our Sixth Form student’s curriculum at Blythe Bridge High
School & Sixth Form, but this year we have had to think differently about what we
can offer. One of the new ideas we have trialled this half term is sending out
weekly emails to the Sixth Form students with TED talk recommendations. The aim
is to get them to watch one talk a week, in order to further their knowledge of
their subject, cultural, social and moral issues. Students have engaged well with
this enrichment activity, they have reviewed some of the talks that we
recommended:
“The magic of revision TED talk was about how it
turns writing into a feeling and almost fiction by
looking at it from a wider angle. It has been very
useful and motivating and is more engaging as they
talk about it metaphorically and from the wider
perspective” Chloe, Year 12
“Listening to TED talks on my phone whilst studying
or walking to school has focused my mind on my
studies, and enabled me to get ideas about my
future plans” Lewis, Year 13
Mrs L Pollitt
Curriculum Leader of Business Studies

Year 13 Tournament
Over the past 3 weeks, we held a tournament for the Year 13 students. It consisted
of 3 very intense rounds. Round 1 was building the tallest tower out of paper and
tape, where 1 team was eliminated for attempting to build a tower from the roof.
Round 2 was a very irregular quiz. After these 2 treacherous rounds, only Dean’s
and Molly’s teams progressed to the next round, as they had the most points. They
then faced off in a game of UNO, with Molly’s team absolutely destroying their
opposing team. Making Molly’s team, the sixth form champion, for now…
Mrs K Baines
Assistant Head of Sixth Form & Curriculum Leader of Drama
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Sixth Form
University Experiences
After deciding to live at home and commute to Keele to study Law, I initially felt
nervous about doing a course I had never done before which was heavily essay
based. However, after speaking to other students in my first seminar, they also felt
the same and I now feel confident enough to contribute to debates and discussions
like students who did Law at A-Level.

Although freshers and other events have been cancelled, I have made friends
through small seminar groups and the ‘Law Society.’ Overall I am enjoying
university and I am happy that I took the opportunity on a new course.
Amy Charles, Former Sixth Form Student

University so far has been a life changing experience. I study sociology at the
University of Manchester and a lot of the content this semester has been based on
the stuff from A levels just to make sure everyone is at the same level.
Moving away from home is a massive task but I am so glad that I did it. There are
10 people in my flat and we do get on really well, we all sit and eat tea together
and listen to jazz and then we are attempting a flat Christmas dinner which could
be interesting. My flat is quite diverse in terms of people being privately educated
but it has been interesting to hear about their experiences especially with my
degree. I am loving living in Manchester I think it is one of the best places to live as
it is so fun there’s so much going on but I do have the opportunity to work in
London in my second year with the government so I am going to take the
opportunity if I can just to make some connections.
The help from the university, especially from my academic advisor, has been really
helpful with developing my writing style and understanding content. So, if you get
the offered the help then definitely take it or if you need it then just ask. Everyone
needs help as some point.
Georgina Willott, Former Sixth Form Student

Life at university so far has been amazing. I am studying accounting & finance at
Lincoln University and a large quantity of my studying comes from things I already
know and did in A level business. At first I was really nervous to move 2 hours from
home but I am glad I did it. I live in a flat of 21 people, luckily we get along most of
the time.
I have also been pointed out to have one of the strongest accents in my flat which
always results in everyone laughing at the way I pronounce things like “Look, book,
cook” but we all have a great laugh over it. After Christmas, I plan on introducing
everyone to the world of oatcakes as no one has ever heard of our beloved Stokie
food.
Kieran O'Brien, Former Sixth Form Student
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Sixth Form
A group of year 12 students have been participating in a virtual enrichment activity
this half term led by Mrs Pollitt. The programme aims to dispel myths about higher
education, encourage students to think about pathways and to show them how to
use various tools, which are useful for higher education applications.
At the end of the programme students will present their journey back to Mrs Pollitt
and either Miss Alford or Mrs Baines. So far the students are enjoying the new
challenge and engaging with their future decisions:
“Going in to sixth form, like many students, I didn’t know what my future would
hold when it came to university. Although I have always wanted to go on to higher
education, that was it; when it came to specific subjects and universities, I had no
idea what I wanted to do. University is a big step up from the restrictions of high
school and sixth form, and to have a programme that offered a chance at gaining
knowledge and understanding of such an overwhelming principle seemed
invaluable. The University Pathways Programme has gifted me a deeper insight of
the higher education system as a whole than I could have hoped to achieved alone,
and has helped me decide where and what I shall aim to be studying in the future,
and I hope it will continue to help me achieve my aspirations of studying Economics
at a top-ranked university.” Rhys, Year 12
“I have thoroughly enjoyed my time doing the University Pathways Programme. It
has allowed me to gain an idea of what the future may hold and where I want to
see myself in ten years’ time and has me more determined and excited than ever
to enrol in university. The programme has given me an insight into what to expect
and the different levels of qualifications that can be achieved at university. One
task that was especially helpful which involved researching a Russell Group
University which are twenty-four world class research-intensive universities in the
UK. This task allowed us to look at one of these universities in detail and learn how
the university operate, its position on the league table and its environment. I
researched Bristol University as it is ranked fourth on the university league table
for engineering and I want to do a degree in aerospace engineering. Overall the
University Pathways Programme has been a good starting point for planning my
future education and I would recommend it to anyone who is struggling to decide
on a university or a course to do at university.” Thomas, Year 12
We will be running the programme again in January, if you want to find out more
please contact Mrs Pollitt.
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Reverse Advent Calendar
From the start of December, students in Year 7 have taken the Christmas tradition
of gift giving and reversed it. Each student volunteer has been allocated a day in
December when they will donate either an item of food to a community project or
an item for a local animal rescue centre in what they have called a ‘Reverse
Advent’, and there has been overwhelming generosity which demonstrates how
kind students and their families are. Items have ranged from kitchen staples such
as pasta and rice, to more luxurious items of selection boxes and biscuits.
Mrs Johnson said, ‘It has been very humbling, each day students gather in our
student leadership area and donate their items and I am so proud of how they have
embraced the opportunity to give back to our local community’.
Emma and Ryan, Year 7 Student Ambassadors, accompanied Mr Jackson, Head of
Year 7, to deliver the items to the Spar in Forsbrook where they met with Lorna
Griffin, store manager and Mr Levison Wood, who have been supporting this local
initiative to help those facing hardship this Christmas.
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Respect - Environment
In September, some students asked if they could do something to help the
environment. They have now recruited a group of almost 20 students who regularly
litter pick in and around school, whatever the weather. As this photograph
suggests, they are a very well organised team!

Hobbies Exhibition
Our Year 7 Hobbies Exhibition was hosted just before half term and our teams of
judges were so impressed with the range of activities and talents of our students.
7HBL came out top with our student panel of judges and 7AS were awarded overall
first place by the staff panel.
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ALD
It’s been a busy few weeks for all of the staff and students down in the ALD.
The main event has been the completion of the Year 11 mocks which have gone
without a hitch. All of the students having been expertly supported by our teaching
support staff. Miss Sales and Mrs Arrowsmith also stepped into the breach to help
invigilate the examinations.

The following students received Star of the Month awards to celebrate their
individual successes:
Addyson Slater
Alfie Prince
Andreas Shaw
Dru Snelson
Jack Swarbrooke

Laura Awaness
Maja Lakics
Michael Boast
Owen Hopkinson
Poppy Spencer
The absolute highlight this month
however has been the official
Christmas tree ‘switch on’ by one
of our fabulous Year 11 students,
Robert Thorley!
Mrs F Arrowsmith
Assistant SEN Co-ordinator
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Health & Social Care
Steps 2 University
We are very proud of our Health & Social Care students for attending a series of
sessions on the Steps 2 Nursing programme co-ordinated by Keele university. Seven
of our students made it to the mock interview stage.
Well done Emily Brown, Leyah Wootton, Tegan Heath, Levi Byatt, Jackson Owen,
Keira Williams and Ellie Anderson who all successfully competed mock interviews
through Microsoft Teams with the Steps 2 Nursing tutors, not only showing their
savvy tech skills, but also what highly competent health and social care students
Blythe Bridge High School & Sixth Form produces.
We are incredibly proud of you all for completing the programme.
The course leaders said “The interviews were a pleasure. We were both impressed
with all the students and look forward to seeing them at their official university
interview soon”.
Miss N Asghar
Teacher of Health & Social Care

Business Studies
Staffordshire Business School Challenge
A group of Year 13 business studies students have embarked on a new challenge
this half term, working with the business school at Staffordshire University. The
brief they have been set is to create a 60-second advert for a local company. The
students so far have done some research into local companies and watched adverts
to help them come up with some ideas.
They are competing against 20 other schools across the country and will submit
their entry at February half term. I will keep you updated with their progress and
hope to share with you the final entry.
Mrs L Pollitt
Curriculum Leader of Business Studies
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Careers
We are pleased to announce that the careers website has had an upgrade. Miss
Housley and Mr Foulkes have been working hard to get it ready, this will be going
live very soon. The new careers website will be regularly updated with online work
experience virtual events/university open days/apprenticeship opportunities and
open days. The page will contain up to date labour market information, also news
regarding work experience and updates as we receive them.
Most importantly the page now contains a 'can you help' tab which is for parents,
carers, friends, family and the local community to offer their support to our
careers programme. We are keen to make connections with a range of employers to
support our students in job applications, CV writing and interview techniques. We
are hoping to encourage as many external encounters as possible. Your support, as
always will be greatly received.

Miss E Housley
Head of Work Related Learning & Curriculum Leader of Dance
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Fundraising
Children in Need
This year for Children in Need, the theme of childhood heroe’s was taken to a new
level as sixth form and tutors decided to dress up as our childhood heroes! We had
serious army soldiers to magical Harry Potter wizards and witches to our favourite
cuddly teddy bears. We managed to raise £112.81. Sixth form excelled themselves
by thinking of others in this unprecedented time, we hope that our little
contribution makes a difference this Christmas.

Mrs K Baines
Assistant Head of Sixth Form & Curriculum Leader of Drama
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Citizenship
We are immensely proud of our Year 7 students, who have continued to support the
UHNM Charity throughout these uncertain times. 7C2 have set about raising money
to purchase items for our ‘Hug in a Bag’ care packages, which are distributed to
families with babies in intensive care and children in the children’s ward. Since the
project began in September 2019, we have reached over 1,000 families - amazing
work, your kindness is much appreciated.
Mrs L Pheasey
Teacher of English
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Anti Bullying
During November staff and students took part in Anti-Bullying Week 2020. This year
the aim of the event was to unite school communities to recognise the role they
play as a collective to prevent bullying in and around the school community.
We kicked off the week by taking part in Odd Socks Day 2020. Staff and students
were invited to wear odd socks to school. We had some fantastic odd socks being
worn with Mrs Cartlidge Head of Year 10, sporting the most fantastic odd socks!
During tutorial on Monday morning, the students all watched an assembly which
explored bullying and the impact it can have on people and how we can play a
positive part in preventing it. Later in the week on Thursday the students watched
an anti-bullying video. The aim of the video was to encourage students to look past
first impressions and consider the person inside.
Staff shared photos that demonstrated their personalities and shared hidden talents
to highlight just how unique we all are and how diverse our school community is.
We hope this event has reminded students of the importance of kindness and how if
we respect others, we can all take pride in ourselves.

Mrs H Willott
Curriculum Leader of Health, Sport & Exercise
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Powered by LEDwear
Powered By LEDwear is a sports/safety equipment company specialising in road
safety. Our aim is to improve the safety and visibility of all walkers, joggers, and
cyclists on the roads. More recently, given the rise in enthusiasm and
encouragement to get outdoors and avoid cars/public transport where possible, our
attention has turned towards children making their way to and from school. With
walking and riding becoming more and more common by the day, our thoughts go
to their visibility throughout the dark winter months.
Can drivers really see your child as they walk along that badly lit path or cross that
busy road? After researching and learning about the average yearly statistics for
road accident involving children, and what could be done to help, we knew we had
to look at the bigger picture for our brand.
We’ve partnered up with Blythe Bridge High School & Sixth Form to offer parents,
staff and pupils a great discount on our backpack covers. With the original price of
£28.99, we’ll be providing them to you for just £18.99.
Our LED backpack cover can be seen from far away, allowing cars ample time to
lower their speed and be more vigilant. It’s not just your average hi-vis cover, in
addition to its durable fabric and convenient elastic edge design, it also comes with
two reflective strips and 12 high powered LED lights appearing from the very top of
the bag to the very bottom. The lights have three modes available - consisting of
flash mode, flicker mode and constant light. Coming in colours of both yellow and
orange, measuring at 45cm in length and width, it is smartly designed to fit all
bags, backpacks, and rucksacks.

As children and employees have books and paperwork to carry, a high visibility
jacket or vest is not very visible when used underneath a bag, but this cover is to
be worn over the top of a bag, making it the first thing a driver would see.
In addition, you will never have to worry about the rain spoiling the contents of
your bag again. We know that on rainy days, normal school bags getting wet can
ruin the books and paper inside – but with the highly waterproof design of our
covers you’ll know your important belongings stay safe and dry enclosed in your bag
with no water able to seep through.
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Powered by LEDwear
To get in touch, learn more, and purchase an LED Hi-Vis Backpack Cover, head to
our
website
at
www.poweredbyledwear.com
and
use
your
code
‘BLYTHEBRIDGEDISCOUNT’ for your money off!
Key Features:


High powered LED lights: Three LED modes - Flash, flicker, and solid light



Reflective strips & handy mesh pocket



High visibility, waterproof, weatherproof, rainproof material



Durable, thick, and easy to clean



Elastic edge design to fit all bags, backpacks, and rucksacks - just slide it
over!



Rechargeable battery through USB - lasts 10+ hours



Length & width of 45cm in standard state before stretching further to adjust
to any bag



Comes in two colours: Orange & yellow



Easy to attach & remove

Mrs S Hayes
Senior Finance Officer
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Health & Safety Update
Health & Safety
Please remember to keep up-to-date with school health & safety news via the
school website, if you would like to access the parent portal, which enables you to
view letters sent home and other important information regarding your child,
please contact Mr Foulkes on 01782 392519 for a username and password.

I would like to remind all students to take care in our community when travelling to
and from school, remembering road safety in particular at the train lines on
Uttoxeter Road. Please do not try to run over the train lines as the barriers are
closing! Please remember to park considerately in the village when collecting your
child from school.
Emergency School Closures
Just to keep all parents, carers and students up to date, over the winter months we
will continue to operate our Emergency School Closure Procedure in line with
County guidance. We will only close the school in an emergency which we cannot
overcome. In the event of adverse weather consideration will be given to
pathways, steps and slopes around the school, conditions of local roads and public
transport, school heating and the general health & safety of our students and staff.
Where a decision is made to close the school we will inform parents, by 7am, in the
following way:
Via the Staffordshire County Council Emergency School Closures Website:
www.staffordshire.gov.uk/schoolclosures
Local radio Stations
Text directly home to parents/carers
Message to parents/carers on our school website
Parents can now sign up for a new free service at www.staffordshire.gov.uk/
CustomerAlerts. This provides parents with a smart phone version of school
closures if you do not have access to a PC or ipad. Once we have alerted
Staffordshire County Council that our school will be closed parents will receive a
free text and email directly.
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Health & Safety Update
Covid 19 Control Measures in School
We will continue to keep your child safe in school when we return in January 2021,
all of our Covid-19 control measures will remain in place when we return. Please
remember that your child must bring a mask to school every day.
We will continue to sell masks for 50p, via ParentPay, on a daily basis. Our new
school fleece jackets remain available to purchase from the National Schoolwear
Centre.
School Contact during the Christmas Period
Schools have been asked to share the following message from the Department for
Education.
We recommend all schools ensure staff, parents and carers are aware of the
following information and relevant arrangements regarding positive cases in the
holidays: · Where a pupil or staff member tests positive for coronavirus (COVID-19),
having developed symptoms more than 48 hours since being in school, the school
should not be contacted. Parents and carers should follow contact tracing
instructions provided by NHS Test and Trace.
For the first 6 days after teaching ends, if a student or staff member tests positive
for coronavirus (COVID-19), having developed symptoms within 48 hours of being in
school, the school is asked to assist in identifying close contacts and advising selfisolation, as the individual may have been infectious whilst in school.
School staff are not asked to remain on-call
or conduct any contact tracing more than 6
days after the final day of teaching.
Mrs W Keeble
Director of Business & Finance
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Road & Rail Safety
As part of our PSHE curriculum we are running a road safety event in school from
the 11th to the 22nd of January 2021. Students will receive a road safety workshop
and a road safety assembly. We will be focusing on the important role we play
when we are a passenger in a car and exploring how we can increase our safety
when we are a pedestrian or cyclist. In preparation for this event we would like to
highlight a local campaign that has been taking place.
Ahead of winter as part of
national tyre safety month,
motorists across Staffordshire
and Stoke-on -Trent are being
encouraged to check their
tyres are safe.
To highlight the importance of
driving with safe, correctly
inflated tyres with the right
tread
depth, Staffordshire
Safer Roads Partnership are
supporting national charity
Tyre Safe.
Having the right tread depth
and pressure in tyres can not
only reduce the risk of
suffering a dangerous high
speed blowout but will last
longer, give better handling,
improve braking, use less fuel,
and even reduce the impact on
the environment.
Mrs H Willott

Curriculum Leader of Health, Sport & Exercise
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